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Encyclopaedia of Classic Cars
Describes more than fifty popular models of
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European, British, and American sports cars, and
explains the reasons for each one's success

The Standard Guide to Cars and Prices
2001
For nearly a century now the Aston Martin name has
been synonymous with performance, style and
sophistication. Perhaps more than any other luxury
car it possesses a mystique and charisma that have
established it as a cultural icon And The pinnacle of
aut

A to Z of Sports Cars, 1945-1990
Automobile
The postwar era marked the emergence of all things
American, and in the 1950s, cars led the way. More
than 150 stunning photographs of these motoring
icons are featured in this elegant volume of images.
An informative text and an illustrated index of
technical information describe the unique qualities of
these spectacular cars.

Slot Car Racing in the Digital Age
Sports Car Market magazine - September
2008
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The Encyclopedia of Sportscars
Some 1000 cars are illustrated and described in
alphabetical order, by manufacturer, in this book.
There are comprehensive notes on each model's
production dates and numbers, recognition features,
variants, strengths and weaknesses.

Classic Sports Cars
The complete encyclopedia of classic sports cars with
informative text and over 750 color photographs.

The Encyclopedia of Classic Cars
Krause Publications' Standard Catalog series is
available by specific marque, in individual volumes or
a set. Each book contains in-depth profiles of specific
makes by model, factory photos, and up-to-date
vehicle pricing. The l-to-conditional pricing system
assures readers of accurate values, whether a vehicle
is a #1 low-mileage, rust-free beauty or a #6 partsonly heap. "Techs & specs", original factory prices,
production and serial numbers, and engine/chassis
codes are noted by model, thus helping you
determine authenticity accuracy. Historical, technical
and pricing information are combined from hundreds
of sources. James Flammang values each model
according to the popular 1-6 grading system invented
by Old Cars magazine.

The Complete Catalog of British Cars
1895-1975
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Sports Car Market magazine - August
2008
Cars & Parts
Read the full story of Great Britain's best-loved sports
car manufacturer with Aston Martin DB, an exquisitely
produced, photo-loaded, history by Aston Martin
expert, Andrew Noakes. The name David Brown is
synonymous with the glory days of Aston Martin,
when a tiny British sports car company was rescued
from near-extinction and turned into a marque that
could compete with Ferrari--and win. Stylish design,
lavish illustration from the Aston Martin Heritage Trust
and meticulously researched text come together in
this large-format, 224-page book to create a superb
celebration of the 70th anniversary of DB Aston
Martins in 2017. There's a wealth of detail on the
Aston Martin DB road and race cars, both from the
David Brown era of 1947-1972 and the modern DB
era from 1993 onwards, together high quality images
and specification tables for all the key models. Aston
Martin DB 70 Years is a fitting celebration of one of
the world's most enduring sports cars. The fast,
beautiful sports cars that Aston Martin built under
Brown's ownership won the Le Mans 24-hour race and
the World Sports Car Championship, and provided
James Bond with his most famous transport: the
ejector-seat equipped DB5 that won acclaim in
Goldfinger. Though the DB era ended when Brown
sold the company in 1972, its influence continued to
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be felt. James Bond's most recent car, the speciallymade DB10, and Aston Martin has just launched its
most complete car ever, the DB11. 'DB' means as
much to Aston Martin now as ever.

1994 Standard Guide to Cars & Prices
Aston Martin DB
Presents photo-illustrated profiles of more than a
thousand car models produced by over two hundred
manufacturers between the late nineteenth and early
twenty-first century, providing manufacture dates,
specifications, and details on the cars' features and
makers.

Car and Driver
Fully illustrated throughout, The Supercar Book is a
sumptuously designed guide full of everything you
could ever want to know about the best supercars on
the planet.

Autocar & Motor
This new edition boasts more than 245,000 accurate,
current prices for 90 years of auto production.
Includes information on every model andbody type of
popular American-built car and light truck, plus
imported cars. 200+ photos.

Motor
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New Complete Book of Collectible Cars
1930-80
Standard Catalog of Imported Cars,
1946-1990
Provides concise profiles of car models that are
recognized for their styling, engineering or
performance

Aston Martin DB4, DB5 & DB6
The Illustrated London News
This reference features the best models from the
greatest manufacturing companies of the world, both
past and present. Alphabetized entries include a short
history of each manufacturer. Specific models of
600-plus cars are examined in detail and illustrated
by color and bandw photos highlighting their unique
qualities. The story of each classic car is
complemented by performance tables that include
information such as maximum speed and power,
engine type, and details of transmission, chassis,
suspension and brakes. Oversize: 9.5x12". Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

The Autocar
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Before World War II Aston Martin had made some
stunning sports cars but had undergone numerous
financial crises. The company was bought by David
Brown in 1947, and in 1950 he launched the all-new
DB2 with a brilliant engine designed by W.O. Bentley.
The car was a sleek, beautiful and fast two-seater
closed coupe of the highest pedigree and led to the
highly successful DB3 and DB3S racers, which were
entered by the works at Le Mans, Sebring and
elsewhere, driven by star drivers from Stirling Moss to
Roy Salvadori. All these Aston Martins are examined
and analyzed in detail here, with specially
commissioned color photography of seven
outstanding examples of this rare, expensive and
exotic breed of sporting motor car. Models covered:
DB1 1948-50, DB2 1950-53, DB2/4 1953-55, DB2/4
MkII 1955-57, DB2/4 MkIII 1957-59, plus Competition
models DB3 1951-53 and DB3S 1953-56

The Illustrated Book of Classic & Dream
Cars
This is the only book that completely lists accurate
technical data for all cars imported into the U.S.
market from 1946-2000. With many imports
approaching the antique status, this book will be a big
seller across all generations of car enthusiasts. From
the grandiose European carriages of the late Forties
to the hot, little Asian imports of the Nineties, every
car to grace American roadways from across the
Atlantic and Pacific is carefully referenced in this
book. &break;&break;Foreign car devotees will
appreciate the attention given to capturing precise
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data on Appearance and Equipment, Vehicle I.D.
Numbers, Specification Charts, Engine Data, Chassis,
Technical Data, Options and Historical Information.
&break;&break;Collectors, restorers and car buffs will
love this key book from noted automotive authors,
James Flammang and Mike Covello.

Automobiles of the Chrome Age:
1946-1960
Illustrated Motor Cars of the World
The Motor
Architectural Digest
Robert Schleicher wrote the book on slot car
racing—literally. In the three short years since
Schleicher’s Slot Car Racing: Tips, Tricks & Track
Plans was published, the hobby has been virtually
transformed by new products and technologies. This
new volume, a perfect complement to its
predecessor, brings readers and racers up to date,
offering a concise, comprehensive overview of slot car
racing’s developments, along with expert, practical
guidance for putting this information to good use. A
primer on the latest digital and analog developments
for both 1/32 and HO scales, Schleicher’s book
delivers the lowdown on building cars from individual
components on ready-to-race chassis, as well as
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popular tune-up tips to get even more speed and
better handling out of today’s cars. Schleicher also
provides track tests of 70 cars and a slot-car shootout
featuring 23 more vehicles. Finally, Schleicher
includes nearly 50 track plans: 14 tabletop-size plans
for Scalextric, Classic, Carrera, Sport, SCX, and Ninco
brand track; 14 plans modeled on real circuits like
Watkins Glen, Monaco, Spa-Francorchamps, Sears
Point, and the Bahrain and Shanghai F1 courses; and
17 4x8-foot HO scale plans. Illustrated throughout
with color photography and track plan line art, this is
the book that no serious slot car racer can afford to
be without.

British Sports Cars in America 1946-1981
The Encyclopedia of Classic Cars
This long out of print classic has now been revised
and updated. The most comprehensive account of
British cars ever published, this book presents a huge
amount of historical and technical information. Nearly
700 manufacturers and 3,700 individual models are
profiled, including technical specs for most cars.

Standard Catalog of Imported Cars
1946-2002
The legendary Aston Martins, including the James
Bond DB5 and the Zagato-bodied DB4 GT, are
chronicled here with complete specs, road tests,
driving impressions, photos and illustrations. Get the
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lowdown on the creation and evolution of the models
that made the name, and the personalities behind the
cars. Contains specially commissioned color photos
and tips on buying and restoration.

Aston Martin
Road & Track
Briefly describes the history of world sports car
manufacturers, from Alfa Romeo and Aston Martin to
Triumph and Vauxhall, and shows some of their more
popular models

Standard Guide to Cars and Prices, 1991
House & Garden
Automobile Quarterly
Motor Sport
The Enthusiasts' Guide to Buying a
Classic British Sports Car
Presents a history of sports cars from the earliest
models, to the hot rods of the 1950s and 1960s, to
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contemporary styles

Aston Martin DB2, DB2/4 & DB3 In Detail
A-Z of Cars, 1945-1970
The Supercar Book: The Complete Guide
to the Machines that Make Our Jaws Drop
British Sports Cars In America 1946-1981 Jonathan A.
Stein The intriguing tale of the meteoric rise and fall
of British marques in America following WWII.
Marques the likes of Triumph, MG, and Austin Healey,
as well as the lesser known Ginetta, Elva and
Berkeley are thoroughly explored. Filled with beautiful
and rare color photographs.
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